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Clarence Ullery, Undertaker, Ambulance Service, Scientific Disinfecting; All Work Attend
guerittes are also to be seen in the
same room with the carnations.
This is also the season of the narcissus and hyacinth. The former are
to be seen as jonquils and daffodils.
The latter are in red, white, blue,
pink, and a variety of shades. There
are also tulips and cole us in variety
and number.
Among the flowers added by Mr.
Santheson to his supply and adding
greatly to the variety and beauty of
the green house are double nastur
tiums, many colored geraniums, heliotrope, smilax, periwinkle and parlor
Ivy and other decorative plants.
Among the geraniums are the sweet
scented varieties, including lemon
nutmeg, rose and pineapple, all dis
tinct in their different odors.
Among the strange plants in the
house are the sea onion, which is
more strange than beautiful, a small
camphor tree, small orange trees in
blossom, a small fig tree and varie
ties of caotus. Mr. Santheson 'has
shown his knowledge of his art by
grafting a cactus of the crab variety
onto a wild specie of this locality.
Furthermore, there are rows of toma
to plants with ripe fruit as a serene
for bare walls.
In the propogation room, which is
kept as warm as day these cold nights
are to be found two or three thousand
carnation plants for next winter's)
crop, a great many chrysanthemums
for next fall and many seedlings of
various kinds. Banana plants dahlias
cannas and similar plants, for the
summer trade are placed out of the
way under the large boxes that are
now filled with the winter beauties.
Easter lUlies, just coming on, will soon

a
circumference, with cascades, statuary
nature that "will cause every student
a promenade, the highest aerial scen
present to honor the Stars and Stripes
ic railway in the world, and numer
And there was a great crowd
of
ous other novelties. At the 500 foot
young people, as well as many grown
heighth there will be an observatory
folks, in attendance, too, for not on
platform, fitted with automatic tele
ly were the Central scholars there,
scopes. The hall of names will be 550
but were also those of North Hill and
feet above the ground and 'will contain
the High School. The students from
the names on metal plates, of all who
the North Hill marched to Central
have assisted In financing this gigan
in a body and the greater part of
tic amusement project.
those from High school came as indi
At the top of the tower 600 feet
DO NOT
LIKE CONTEMPLATED
A DONKEY ENGINE BOILER ON A
THE NEW PLANT NEARING COM- viduals. The grounds were appropria BUTTE PUBLISHERS LIKELY TO above the ground will be
established
RESTRICTION OF JAPANESE
WILL
AND
STEAMER BLOWS UP WITH
PLETION
tely decorated and a stand was erect
HAVE A STRIKE ON
a United States weather observation
IMMIGRATION FROM
FATAL RESULTS.
START IN APRIL.
ed for the speakers.
THEIR HANDS.
bureau and wireless telegraph station
HAWAII.
'Twill be the highest observation plat
All had assembled at three o'clock
and the exercises were opened by the
form In the entire United States and
will be surmounted with the largest
singing of America, by the whole as
revolving searchlight in the world.
sembly in open air. Judge G. A. Rich
Nearly 8,000 tons of steel will be
ardson then addressed the gathering.
A LOCAL CONCERN
CAUSED BY LAMP
He spoke briefly, telling them that the GIRL'S WAGES INCREASED used in the construction of the tow
A SENATE SGRAP
er, which will be strictly fireproof and
American Flag was always in evi
will be brilliantly lighted at night
dence in all parts of the world, but he
by hundreds of thousands of electric
made the comment that the constitu
lights. It is expected that the tow
tion of the United States does not al
The Plant is Backed by Well Known ways follow the flag. He told the
er will cost not less than $3,000,000.
Aged Woman Overturns Lamp, and
Strike About 200,000 has already
Citizens of Roswell. Gas Mains young people to always be loyal to the Rocky Mountain Telephone
as a Result Eight Firemen are Inspent Hale and Tillman Engage in a Heated
Settled. A Complte Jury Secured in building the foundation. been
Will Be Extended in the Near Fu American flag and for the boys to be
Colloquy
Over the Immigration
Woman Dies.
jured.
An Investiin
Against
Adams,
Case
Steve
the
ture.
One of the Finest Plants in ever ready to follow it to battle, and
The tower is the invention of Sam
Bill.
Chief Engineer Stevens Regation Into Charges Against Capof the Western Federation of Miners uel Friede. a native f at Ti,i
,t,
the Entire Southwest.
ports 600,000 Cubic Yards of Dirt
to never let it trail in the dust.
tain of the Larchmont.
'
Who is Charged With the Murder nas for years been
Elder C. C. Hill spoke In a patriot
engaged in the! Moved on Panama Canal During the
of Fred Tyler.
Month of February,
construction of steel amusement de
ic vein, first giving a historical ac
vices. The plans were compTeted
count of how the first American flag,
some time ago but the work of con
A home enterprise, the thirty-toice the Stars and Stripes, was made of
struction was necessarily delayed un
soldiers'
clothing
an
pet
and
old
blue
Co.
plant
Ice
Gas
persons
Roswell
and
of
the
New York, Feb. 16. Seven
til sufficient ground space could be se
is nearing completion, and the peo ticoate and carried by General Herki
Butte, Mont., Feb. 16. At a meet- cured.
were killed, three injured and considThe work on the towor tih
ple of Roswell are assured plenty of mer and his men in their fight against ino- , kf i'.it Tlntf
projected
Tokio, Feb. 16. The
TTn- - .
.
.
Tvineranhinl
erable damage sutained by the ves" J,na. "
13 expected to
good Ice at a cheap price next sum- St. Leger and his French and Indians . "
,
imml- American
amendments
the
ln
...
I
- i
11 wuiupieieu Deiore next summer
sel in an explosion aboard the Gerul.
jaic.u.j
mer. An avoidance of the high prices in the Mohawk Valley War, and of
up
gration
involving
law
restrictions
Association were
man steamer Valdivia at sea last
and shortage of last summer's ice con how it was adopted as the flag of the Butte Publishers'
Japanese
immigration
on
to
the
labor
COMPANY
rejeoted
United
toto,
printers
in
their
in
FORMED
States
the
TO
after the first beautiful
ditions will be about as big a boon
Wednesday. The accident was reportDRILL WEST OF TOWN United States from the Hawaiian isl- as could come to the town in the line specimen had been made by Mrs. reply to the newspaper companies
ed when the steamer arrived here tohere
The Southwestern Oil Company ands. &re naturally received
Ross of Philadelphia. Elder Hill said stating that they firmly but respect- of commodities and necessities.
day. A donkey engine boiler exploded,
company expects to start up thai the American flag was not made fully declined to accede in any man- was formed today for the purpose of wltn great displeasure, Din me wen
The
throwing the steamer funnel over have a place of prominence.
prospect mIor,mea fail under existing oircum
capacity early to trail In the dust, that it was always ner whatever to the terms offered drilling a thousand-foo- t
huge
are
beds of its ice plant with full
the
Outside
house
well
a
four
publishers.
by
Publishers
victorious,
open
The
upper
and
the
always
was
half
deck.
ripping
on
The
west of stances to find grounds for complaint
mites
it
tor
the
April,
and
the
and the people of Roswell
violets, which have had a splendid in
regular appearance of this band since growth
only side of humanity and right, and that Association at a meeting last night town on Second St. The incorpora- - at tnis action of tne American
Valley
not
will
Pecos
the
and
this winter, pansies that are
received the reply of the tors of the new company will be ernnient. The council of Elder States- The escaping steam' from the burst- just coming
have the purest and finest ice it is the students should be proud of this
on,
roses,
paeonias
and
printers,
staing
fact. He said that while it was the
that their stand had Isaac Canfield, C. R. Canfield. J T
ed boiler enveloped the steamer and
peas. Mr. Santheson has 1,000 possible to make, but the cheapest emblem
of war when war was neces been taken, and that unless the local Carlton, J. D. Bell, L. B. Tannehill, showed no concern whatever over
locality.
created great confusion. The Valdivia sweet
ever
known
in
this
rose bushes of the American Beaudiplomatic situation.
is from West Indian points.
The company is purely a local con sary, it was also the emblem of peace. unions agreed to the terms offered J. R. Wilfley, F. J. Peeler and C. D.
ty, La France, bride, and other pop
An appeal couched in strong words
He recited as Instances the Spanish newspaper publication in Butte would Bonney. It is hoped to let the con-to
and
general
cern
Fire Caused by a Lamp.
benefit
the
the
varieties to cut from during the
tract for the well next week and be- - has been cabled from the Japanese
American war and the wars with Mex remain at a standstill.
Alexandria, Va., Feb. 16. One ular
summer. Winter roses do not do well town was the original idea, rather ico which
gin drilling at once. Judge G. A. Rich- - In San Francisco asking for national
Telephone Strike Settled.
exposure,
freed Texas and the South
a
corporation.
death from excitement and
than
in Roswell, Mr. Santheson says.
Butte, Mont., Feb. 16. The strike ardson has the stock, and subscrib-- suPDOrt against the solving of the
six firemen overcome by smoke, one
He
the people will west from Mexican oppression.
There are many Interesting points and the interests of setting
operators of the Rocky Mountain ers are requested to call at his office. San Francisco controversy by restrlc
of
said
badly burned and another Injured by
United
States is the
that the
be taken to heart in
the price
tion of the admission of laborers In
a falling beam, and damage amount to be shown the visitor at the Alame on ice. Some of the principal stock- greatest and best nation of all nations Telephone Company was settled last
da Green House, as to the manner in
to
. resumed
the United States. In view of the
operators
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and
night,
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world
and
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that
ing to $10,000 were the result of a which
L.
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K.
the
holders are: A. Pruit,
some flowers are held back in George
morning.
A compromise
NIES USING ONE TRACK. pub,ic feeling It would not be sur- fire here last night. The lire was
M. Slaughter, E. A. Cahoon, emblem, therefore it should be honor work this
growth, others rushed, etc., etc.
was effected by which the girls get
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 16. Five rail- Prising if the Japanese government
ed, loved and respected.
caused by an overturned lamp. Mrs. their
no one takes more pleasure In W. S. Prager, John W. Poe, R. H.
and
per
in southern Nebraska are to-- am not agree to a settlement upon
roads
oth
month
all
and
increase,
$6.00
aged
woman
A".
an
these
stirring
After
addresses, the
Sarah E. Skillman.
Johnson, K. S. Wood
telling about these secrets than Mr. Kemp, W.
day using the single line of the Bur- tne basis of restriction of the
was ill in bed with pneumonia, and
Morrow, J. children saluted the flag and sang er demands are granted.
H.
R.
Jaffa,
Nathan
ruff.
at his place is a
Santheson. A
Labor War in the Courts
railroad to the West, due to gration of Japanese to the United
she died while being hurried to the great pleasure. visit
F. Hlnkle, A. M. Robertson, Geo. L. Star Spangled Banner."
flood
Today
conditions
Steve
16
Wallace,
in the Platte river. States.
Ida.,
Feb.
o
hospital.
Wyllys, R. E. Baughman.
Charles
Hale and Tillman Scrap,
Adams faced a complte jury which The Union Pacific is tied up for 200
All Identified but Eight.
Joyce, John Matheson, W. M. Reed, FIGHT IN OKLAHOMA CON
Washington,
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or
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is
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CONVENTION.
he
decide
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whether
will
Only
Missou
and
16.
the
Feb.
R.
Providence,
W. H. Long. W. T. Wells and others.
eight bodies of the 75 recovered from AH real estate men of Roswell
Guthrie, O. T., Feb. 16. The lie innocent of the murder of Fred Ty- ri Pacific, Rock Island, Northwestern, discussion of the conference report
W. D. Sweet, formerly of Welling
the wrecked steamer Larchmont re- are urged to be present at a ton. Kan., Is in charge of the plant. was passed between Delegates Baker ler. The state has several witnesses Union Pacific and Burlington are us- on the immigration bill in the senate
mained to be identified when the meeting at Carlton & Bell's off He is a practical engineer and has and Haskell, and a personal encoun to present the evidence, while the de- ing the Burlington tracks between today, Hale and Tillman engaged in
fense is known to have at least 22. Omaha and Lincoln.
No freight is a somewhat heated colloquy, unman
morgue opened today. Should any rehad large experience in his line, es7:30,
ice
proceedings of the The prosecution will present mainly moving, and there is a heavy conges- charged
ter
enlivened
as
the
at
elec
the
the Maine senator with
very
city
today
was
aher
authorities
pecially
the
at
He
main
changing nis attitude, and in doing
will bury them at municipal expense. tion of officers and other im successful with an ice plant at Wel- constitutional convention this morn circumstantial evidence, backed by tion in the Omaha yards.
so referred to a conversation he had
ing. In a dipute over a question in Adams' alleged confession.
United States steamboat inspectors porta nt business will be trans lington for nearly four years.
&muji
- Mr,trt
with Hale.
outMr. Hale resented the
to
the
defense
refuses
While
will take statements of Capt. McVey acted.
R. H. McCUNE.
The company expects to extend Its the railroad report. Baker accused
.
i nuo i . quotation
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of the conversation. and
general
a
anything
than
line
further
as
gas
parts
city
of the Larchmont and surviving mem
of
all
to
the
represen
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being
a railroad
Haskell of
Temp. Sec.
rtflA. i snoUf nf Tillman's pours, tut "ofrpns- bers of the crew, and then an invesfast as there is a demand for the gas tative. "You're a contemptible liar," denial, it is expected to resist this Holbrook, chairman of rreaericn
associathe
ive." Tillman replied that he had no
pnnfKRion
on
nower
with
all
the
its
tigation will probably follow into the COTTON GROWERS ARE
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Q,,hT-iar,r- i
,.r,H ,tt,
h tion of manufacturers which is alleg- intention of beinir discourteous, and
ou-i- b
gas
charges of cowardice brought against
heating
cooking,
town
with
for
heaa
returned Baker. Haskell hurled
ed to constitute a trust controlling said he old not propose to be "bot-i- f
HOLDING CONVENTION
the captain and some of his men.
It now has vy paper weight at Baker, who dodg improper means to obtain it. and that the V1
Snyder, Texas, Feb. 16. A meet and lighting purposes.
of schoo furniture, was tied up" or "snuffed out" when he
deanv
to
confession
made
Adams
The
ing of the farmers of this section was about one hundred consumers of gas. ed, and replied with an
arresteJ today on a warrant from the Unw what Ha,B.s reai attitude was.
was
was
It
and
under
duress
tectives
ALAMEDA GREENHOUSE
resergeant at arms and his assitants
held here today for the purpose of or and general satisfaction is their
. Work on Panama Canal.
reaeral court issued on complaint of
A PLACE OF BEAUTY.
untrue.
port.
had to interfere to restore order.
ganizing
B.
Harry
a
of
branch
special
Duncan,
Farmers'
agent
the
of
Washington,
Feb. 16. Secretary
If the verdict goes against Adams
The Alameda Green House, at the
The gas and ice plants are In adGrowers union. The new un
,.u iui Tart received the Toliowing nispatcn
.,i
uliw,
attorneys
appeal
or
corner of Alameda street and South Cotton
will
demand""5
his
pn vestige ing tne; tonay from Chief Kngineer Stevens,
the seceding members objecting olnlng buildings and both are under THEY DON'T WANT
"as
r,em trial n
of the notable ex-- ""'"-Lea avenue, is at present one of the ion,
one management and one set of em
A CARNEGIE LIBRARY,
any
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persons
admission
the
of
oth
ui,iiUmu. of the Istnmian uanal commission.
""s
most attractive places to visit in Roa
Aberdeen, Wash., Feb. 16. Owing centions alreadv taken is to Judge Ho,Drook ls accused
er than farmers. Locals are being ployees. Thus running expenses are
of conspiring at Culebra:"" "February with 23 work
mPmhPT
a
of
the
inline
that
well. In the first place a green house
formed throughout the state and the greatly reduced for both departments. to the determined opposition of tae wMtp
Ezra Stafford, president of the ing days, will probably show 600,000
Is naturally a place of Interest in this
FratioT, of Miners could with
The plant as a whole Is considered labor union members of the city and
Manufacturing Co., of this cubic yards of excavation in Culebra.
- Stafford
ohalon
part of the country where nothing promoters of the new body expect by the investors as a
jury
excluded
from
the
be
.
. .
other citizens the city council has re
t
J
i ran am uaue.
I lie uusmess and March will show 800,000 cubic
,,.c Tl.
tonH. niMr
grows without attention and where to extend its influence and member proposition, and, considering Its very fused the proposition of Andrew Car
parts
ship
making
of
in
of
all
selling
South.
the
and
school
and yards of excavation."
w.i'rt
H
K
to
tt,t
when attention Is given, vegetation
strong financial backing, It ought to negie to erect a library building here.
has been a subject
'"rniture
an
grows as it does In no other place In
Elk.
was
M""
a
man
exclude
because
he
become a successful enterprise.
A movement has been started io erect
.or ieaerai
PROFESSOR
grand jury investigation
On account of the advance in price
the United States. Again, the Alame- CHICAGO ADDRESSES
building by popular subseripMon.
The gas is manufactured from
for the past two weeks.
TEACHERS.
shelled nuts, we will from now
WONDER
NEW
of
da Green House is especially attraclamp
will
oil,
or
apparently
and
and the
be successful.
o
Ql AMfl I
City,
16. Dr. S. H. crude
Webb
Feb.
Mo..
on,
CONEY
FOR
have to sell our shelled nuts at
great
undergone
has
a
tive, for It
Just
black, that Is left after the gas Is
an advanced price. Kipling's Candy
New York, Feb. 16. The Friede JUROR BOLTON WILL CON- under the management of Clark of the University of Chicago Is taken out of the oil, is used as fuel
Best
to
Now.
Plant
TINUE IN THAW TRIAL. Store.
It
F. O. Santheson, who is now In charge the principal speaker at the teachers in the furnace under the boilers. Thus
Now is the best time to plant Globe Tower at Coney Island, which
New York, Feb. 16. The funeral
become one of
The former manager had little time convention here today. The sessions another big saving is accomplished. trees, before the roots begin to Is expected to
being held in the First Presbyter
The famous "Wooiard" books of
ti devote to the place and although are
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds the seven wonders of the amusement service for Mrs. Joseph B. Bolton.
ian church and several hundred teach The ice building and cold storage Is
wife
Fellowship" and
purors
"Good
one
Toasts,
course
of
world,
In
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now
of
the
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of
Thaw
the
up
kept
a
line
staple
nice
she
of the
made of brick in the form of a refrig cneap.
on Surf avenue, the leading street of trial was held today. Juror Bolton "Beauties of Friendship," silk and
flowers of a green house, aid not car ers are in attendance.
erator, and the building and plant
only 50c and $1.00.
In the Social World.
ry all the varieties and did not keep
Mrs. J. Q. Cummins and Mrs. J. R the leading summer resort of the na is bearing up well under his bereave-- leather bindings,
as a whole is the finest in the Southment,
Ingersoll's
Store.
Book
family
piece
physician
and
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his
first
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tion.
of
The
up the details as Mr. Santheson is
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Mason enter west.
Ray will give a tea for the benefit of
District Attorney Jerome last
able to do by devoting all his time tained a small but congenial party of
o
the church building fund, at the res be placed in position tomorrow with phoned
night that Bolton would be able to
The Philharmonic band will give
and that of an assistant, to this work. young people last night at their home TELL THEM TO HONOR
idence of the former, 201 North Ken elaborate ceremonies to which the!
The management has added sever on North Richardson avenue, com pi i
THE STARS AND STRIPES. tucky ave., Tuesday, the 19th, from city officials and general public have take his place with the jurors Mon-- a concert on Main street, beginning
dayday. All doubt as to whether the at 7:30 tonight. This will be the first
invited.
Flag Day exercises at the Central
al rooms to the green house and has mentary to Mrs. Mason's cousin. Miss
to 10.
9t2 been
The foundation of the great tow-- trial was to continue or to end in a regular appearance of this band.
put hi many varieties of Sowers and Cad S. Shamliffer, of Council Grove,
it went into the hands of Prof. Croft.
is thus dispelled.
er, which is now being laid, consists
all in greater number than were ever Kan., who, with her mother, is spend
SB
The names of two new witnesses, Everybody Invited to come out and
of eight hundred concrete piles each
bandied before. He has them all hi ing several weeks in Roswell and
thirty feet in length and five feet in who are likely to be called upon, have hear the music.
fine condition and It is worth while has been the guest of honor at a
circumference, reenforced bv heavy oeen made public. One is Dr. Francis
going out to see them.
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greatest possible convenience.
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t
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"
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.way. a peucsta! root garden 01
flower trade.
and Mrs. Percy, Evans, Misses Totzek,
Prominent Colorado Sheen Men.
their wav hom from Santa Fe .htr.
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for
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robber plans, ferns, Norfolk pineB, etc
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moving care (twenty-liv- e
The carnation department of the in
reet wide They will be here some time seeing mont, Texas where he will be ioined
Carlsbad, Feb. 16. The residence
ami 900 feet in circumferance, giving the country and resting up. Mr. Dun-- by his wife on a trin to Keatuckv and
stitution la probably the most beau- of J. B. Owens, clerk of Eddy coun
the patrons a continuous panoramic ham is also prominent in irrigation New York. They will return in about
tiful, aa it la the most extensive. The ty, was destroyed by fire this mornview or tne city, ocean and surround-- 1 work in Colorado; having promoted three weeks. In Kentucky Mr. Bum
carnations are to be seen ra great ing. The fire broke out from unknown
mg country.
I some of the largest
numbers In two of the apartment, cause at 9:30 and the building was
watering nlaata I will attend a sale of lacks and mwwt.
THE LEADERS,
Some 350 feet above the ground will and irrigating propositions of that I to bring some fine ones to his stock
this being the Utter part of the season a total loss inspHe of the efforts that
I
and blooming being; at Its height Mar were made to save it.
be an aerial palm garden, 900 feat to state.
farm ast of town.
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unanimous attitude. All the people
of those precincts wish to stay with
us. and are opposed to the Artesia
Now ia the time to put out your county proposition. Why should the
trees and prepare for parking streets. legislature cut them out, unless It be
for spite or to satisfy the office seek
That New York Thaw Is responsi- ing politicians and real estate boom-

Let 'em fight. It means more
cratic votes In 1908.

Demo-

ble tor a great lot of newspaper ers at Artesia?
slush. Bryan's Commoner.
The Record is glad to note that
Presiding Elder J. T. French, of El Rev. Edwin Emerson Davis will rePaso, wUl fill be pulpit morning and sume active charge of the services
evenhig tomorrow at the M. E. Church at the Presbyterian church, beginning
morning
service.
with the Sunday
South.
when he will preach on "Personal
Sunday night M r.Davis
Rev. E. McQueen Gray will deliver Influence."
his farewell message to the congrega- will present the second lecture of a
tion of St. Andrew's mission tomorrow series on "Early History of Chris
tianity." This course or lveuires was
morotag, the first Sunday In Lent.
interrupted by the minister's recent
The little Methodist church over illness. It is believed that the people
on Fifth street is growing too. Just of Roswell will appreciate and profit
think of what it has accomplished in by this study of history. Very few
the past three years. It is still go- people have even in their libraries
the material for such a study, and
ing ahead at a rapid rate.
besides that Mr. Davis has already
performed the bulk of the task by
goes,
there
legislation
So far as
his research, classification and topi
bad,
or
good
will not be .much, either
accomplished at Santa Fe. But the cal binding together of related facts
fight in the Republican party eventu- in attractive form.
ally will prove profitable to the
.

people.

Elder C. C. HIU. of the Christian
church says that he is preaching just
now larzely to a practical end tnai
looks to caring for the great Increase
in his flock in other words, for the
enlargement of the church building.
The problem of raising chickens
and garden truck on adjoining lots
will soon become a live Issue, and
the usual spring revival of neigh
borhood auarrels will tend to make
us forget the trouble at Santa Fe.
The Silver City Independent sug
gests that the proper method of set
tling the county superintendent problem would be to prescribe certain
qualifications for the office and let
the people make their own selections.
The Territory already has too much
government by boards and commis
sions.
Mr. Newkirk has It down wrong.
He means, when he says that the proposed county of Artesia would be Republican, that they could by ringing
s
and independents
in a few
fill the offices provided of course
they were by appointment. In the
event of an election it would be "all
samee" Roosevelt county, or more
sore-head-

eo.

The good old Texas and Missouri
Democrats hi and around Artesia
will be real mad when they learn that
Mr. Newkirk has promised to vote
them for th.j Republican ticket next
year, in event of a new county being
formed. He knows as well as every
body else that he cannot deliver the
goods, and H Is an insult to the Intelligence of that community when
he makes such a proposition to our
law-make-

NEGRO APPOINTED
TO CINCINNATI PORT.
Some of Mr. Roosevelt's critics say
that the avowed purpose of the Presi
dent to appoint a negro to the office
of surveyor of the port, is to annoy
Senator Foraker. But why should
Senator Foraker be annoyed by such
an appointment? If it is proper to
appoint "deserving negroes" to Fed
eral office in southern states why
close the door of hope to the "deserv
Ing negro" in the North? It has always been a mystery to a considerable
number of people why so few negroes
have been given office In the North
when so many have been honored in
the South. There have been many ne
gro postmasters in the South, but we
do not recall one instance where a
negro has been appointed to a post
office in the North. Bryan's Com
moner.

RUMOR THAT GOVERNOR
HAGERMAN WILL RETIRE
Thre have been rumors over the
Territory several times that Govern
or Hagerman would be removed from
office, started no doubt by the "gang'
and for their own Bel fish ends, but
the latest seems to be a rumor that
the Governor will retire of his own
free will. While The Record is not
authorized to deny this latter rumor,
it feels that it can be confidently asserted that there is no truth in this
report, and that Governor Hagerman
will stay at Santa Fe until the fight
for good government is won, or un- ti. a Democratic president Is elected,
which is the same thing as assuring
good government. The rumor as to
the retirement of the governor is tak
en from the Silver City Independent
and is as follows:
"In the meanwhile the report gains
strength that New Mexico will have
a new governor by April 1, that the
present incumbent has grown so tired
of the wrangling of which he Is the
cause and of the luke warm support
he is receiving from press and people and that practical politics is so
distasteful to him that he placed his.
resignation in the hands of the secretary of the interior several months
ago already, to be given the president
at some opportune moment, but not
before the governor has succeeded in
Impressing his ideas of reform upon
laws and officials. In this connection
report has It, that the govenor may
have some foreign diplomatic office

The Republican organ couW not
even write a complimentary article
about Representative Mullens without Tenting some of its spleen against
other leading Democrats. Every Democrat in Chaves county stands ready
to back up Mr. Mullens in his work.
He represents the whole people of
the county, as well as his own party
and efforts to make him believe that
there is any dissatisfaction with his
course in the legislature are merely
the malicious rantlngs of unrestrained
envy, suspicion and Incompetency.
for the asking, but prefers devoting
his time, after retiring from the govWe understand that Rev. H. F. ernorship, to administering the es
Vermillion in his sermon last Sun- tates of his father, who Is rapidly
day paid the "Parson" and the Daily growing feebler owing to old age.
Record a very high compliment, by This may be Idle talk and is merely
saying that they generally were on given for what it is worth. This much
the right side of all moral questions. Is certain: That Attorney General
Our lines of work are not tie same, Reid has made every preparation to
but we are pleased to reciprocate by return to his home in Roswell on
aaytng that the Baptist brother seems April 1.
to be a man who gets results in his
line. For- Instance, the building of
the finest church In Roswell is due
to the efforts of the Baptist minister
and his congregation, besides a general advance', which such activity has
Inspired in other churches of the
city..
Tou will find a nice lot of
fresh Cndy, just from the
Mr. Newkirk in his Interview at
Santa Fe cites many good dings that
kitchen. Don't the follow- -'
Roswell has, end says we should be
ing sound like it would be
satisfied to give them the new coungood?
ty. He wishes to leave the Impression
. "Turkish Nougat."
that Roswell people are fighting coun"Yankee Toast."
ty division for selfish reasons. It Is
not the case. We are opposed to giv"Cocoannt Drops."
ing up the Penasco, Lake Arthur and
"Cocoanut Brittle."
the Plains because those people pre
' fer to remain in Chaves county and
prefer Roswell as a bounty seat to
the proposed one of Artesia, It is
sot only the preference of part of the
people in those precincts, ft is . the
.
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Consumer Will. Pay It.
Pure food Is a good thing and no
doubt worth all it costs, but it may
be incidentally mentioned that it will
surely cost more. One of the main
reasons for the Impure kind is cheapness ; and all these inspectors and
law suits and things will cost money
which must ultimately come out of
the consumer. El Paso Herald.
.
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IN POLITICS.

J C. E. MASON
GEORGE A- - PUCKETT

It would be a calamity now if-- at
the next senatorial election- - Senator
Foraker-- should be "discharged without honor." El Paso News.

Payton Drag, Book

Stationery

&

Company.

The presence of Hon. Solomon Lu
at Washington at this time is said
to be not only to look after the stock
interests of the Territory, but to discussed with Delegate W. H. Andrews
the probable successor to Governor
Hagerman. The choice will lie between
Clark M. Carr and Judge Edward A.
Mann, so It is reported, with the
chances favoring the former."
na

THE NEW
MEXICAN'S BEST HUMOR
"It sounds like exaggeration, but a
Roswell man who recently returned
from a trip to Santa Fe says the situation is more desperate than a Chi
cago labor strike. He would not be
surprised to hear of the assassination
of the Governor, the Attorney General
or any other man who dares befriend
these officials. Every stranger going
to the town is under constant espion
age by an army of detectives employ
ed by the gang of grafters and it is
known that there are
loitering
and cut throats enough
about the Capital to execute almost
any crime that might be Imagined.
The Record believes, however, that
such talk is made at Santa Fe merely
to frighten the friends of the Govern
or and keep them out of town. Roswell Record.
The Roswell man who gave the in
formation above to the Roswell paper
his
must have been drunk during
entire visit to Santa Fe and that on
the worst whiskeythat he could pos
sibly find in the lowest dives of the
outskirts of the city. The story is a
crazy falsehood from commencement
to end. There are no detectives here.
excepting those belonging to the New
Mexico Mounted Police. As far as
concut throats and
victs are concerned according to population there are not as many here
as there can be found any time and
any night in the Roswell city confines
The city of Santa Fe is proverbially
peaceful and quiet and has the best
record of any of the towns- of its
size in the Sunshine Territory in
that line. The hidebound Democratic
sheet in publishing the above know
ingly and willfully slandered and lib
elled the inhabitants of the Capital
City of the Territory. There is no
whatever for this. Unfortun
excuf
ately, there is no help for it. No
names are given but the community
as a whole and citizens by innuendo
are libelled. The only procedure is
to brand the article as a libellous lie
and as
base slander. That these
chickens will come home to roost,
those who are responisble for this
dastardly and cowardly attack on the
good name of the Capital City and of
citizens of the Territory, will find
out in due course of time. It is a
long lane that has no turning. The
people of Santa Fe have been very
friendly towards the people of Roswell and have aided them in every
way possible for many years. It is
gratifying to be able to say that the
decent and respectable citizens of
Roswell have no part in this libel
on the Capital, its people and other
citizens and do not approve the dirty
and cowardly expressions. The parties who are responsible will be found
out in due course of time and when
this is done there will be fine chan
ces for getting even. Santa Fe New
Mexican.
The Record was doubtful about the
story at the time it was published,
and treated it rather lightly. Howev
er, this comment of the New Mexican
would seem to confirm at least the
A SAMPLE OF

statement that the Santa Fe
tion is desperate. We presume that
Colonel Frost drinks only the best
whiskey and patronizes only the high
dives but if his diction be the vernac
ular of the higher classes at the capital, the lower stratum, surely Is bad
enough to make a Roswell man imagine things worse than they are.
The Record has asked its correspond
ent to have some of the Santa Fe
whiskey analyzed and make report
as to whether or not, in his opinion,
that is what. Is the matter with the
lower houee of the legislature.
situa-

BRIGHT THOUGHTS FROM
SOUTHWESTERN PAPERS.

Gad-soni-

Albu-querpu-

DO YOU Classified

RENT?
IF SO
Come and let me explain bow we have relieved a hundred families in Roswell of

this tiresome burden.
-

SouthwesternSavings
Loan and Bld'g

a serum warranted to cure gamblers
of their habit. El Paso discovered the
cure some time ago. El Paso Herald
"

Senator Foraker
deserves the
thanks of the Texas city as the man
who made Brownsville
famous. El
Paso News.
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Gamblers Have a Plenty.
From Nogales Tiroes.
The Times is pleased to say that
already one saloon man and gambler
has quit the business and will turn SHALL THE AMERICAN
his capital and energies into other
PRESS BE CENSORED.
cnannels. To use his own words: "I
What kind of a press do the Ameriam done with the business forever; can people want?
there is nothing to it, and I am disA free one, striving to merit the
gusted with it. I am now going to
people's
approval by maintaining the
work and live decently." Good, who's
people's rights and by catering to the'
next?
people's wants, or a censored one, gag
A Sudden Thought.
ged one, controlled by nad In the InThe New Mexican and some of its terests of certain political and corporsatellites have noted a return to a ate powers intrenched at Washington?
government for the people and by
It is amazing that this question
the people as instanced in a number should arise in this country, where,
of measures to take the appointive ever since the government was foundpower away from the governor and ed, freedom of the press has been cher
vest the power to fill vacancies with ished as one of the most sacred and
other servants of the people. In the most fundamental of our liberties.
main it is a good argument, but the
But this question is the chief one
strange thing is that it was thought involved in the Penrose postal measof at this late day in New Mexico ure now before congress, in which
and would not have proved just as it is proposed to so restrict and haadvisable during the past eight or rass the newspapers and magazines
ten years. Otero County Advertiser. as virtually to deprive them of their
independence and influence.
It is to Smile.
That extraordinary measure as a
During the past week two bills were whole is a deathblow at the freedom
introduced in the lower house at San of the press and at the theory of govta Fe which are somewhat amusing ernment that a free, untrammeled,
One is an act to prohibit attempt; widely circulated press means public
to influence legislators and the othei protection and education and nation
an act disqualifying members of the al progress.
The press of Russia is edited by the
legislature of the territory of New
Mexico from accepting appointments czar. It is a truculent press, and a
from the governor. Both are of course result is an ignorant, unorganized and
retaliatory measures aimed at Gover unprogressive people. Official press
nor Hagerman . If the members of censorship is as indespensable to mo
the assembly have not sufficient moral narchy as it is irreconciliable with
stamina to protect themselves from democracy. Few countries of Europe
such influences individually they will are free from it. It is a natural and
never succeed in so doing by legisla necessary prerogative of soverignty.
We differ from them in that here
tive enactment. Silver City Indepen
the people themselves are soverign
dent.
a
and themselves exercise the soverigh
DERIVATION OF "ARIZONA."
rights of press censorship.
From Arizona Magazine.
And ours is a censorship that,
There was a battle of names for our while just, is severe, and, while informal, is effective.
territory, and Arizuma, Arizona,
The appvobal ion of the people is
and Pimera contended with Ari
zona. "Personally," says a writer of the test by which every newspaper
the Arizona Magazine, "I wish the and ot'.er periodical in thi.--- country
choice might have fallen on Pimera thrives cr perifhes.
From iVs supremo tes of pafOii-ag- e
with its rich, human and historical as
there is no appeal an 1 can be
D.
de
Poston
sociations, but Charles
cided upon Arizona, taking the name none while the people rule.
It is not at all surprising that some
from the Arizonac mountains near
the great Planchas de Plata, it be- political sorehads down at Washing
ing considered suitable that the state ton, ruefully rubbing their bruises inby an independent press
which was to be built on silver should flicted
bear the name taken from the most should wish to bring that press under
wonderful silver region in the world, their own control.
It is not surprising that some con
Representatives of the live stock gressional managers of incorporated
growers of the Great West In a hear thievery should seek to bind and gag
ing before the Senate Committee on the doughty watchman of the peoples'
Agriculture Monday last, abused each rights who lustily shout "Stop 'thief,"
The main bulward of popular soverother roundly. The cattle growers
gave it to the sheep raisers and they ignty is free public opinion stimulated
retaliated in the same coin. The ques by a free press which nothing but
tion at issue is the leasing of the un the censorship of the people them
reserved portion of the public domain selves can curb and control.
Citizen.
under federal direction and super
vision and the fencing of the tracts
Transfers in Real Estate.
leased. The cattle growers favor the
The following deeds have been filed
proposition, the sheep raisers oppose
it. President Roosevelt is on the side for record in the office of Probate
of the proposition to lease, at the Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
Eula N Mabee and husband to Elisame time he wants the rights of
za
McMillan, for $1 and other valuupon
public dohomestead settlers
main fully protected. The question is able consideration, one acre in
also a lot in
about the most serious that confronts
Rufus W. Smith and wife to Dora
the live stock growing interests of the
Rocky Mountain states and territories Barnes, for $500, a tract of 160 acres
especially.
The people of New Mexi- in 25 and
Anna Thornton to W. S. Prager,
co certainly are not for the leasing
system as far as public opinion can for $10 and other valuable consideraand a third
be ascertained at this date. New tion nine acres in
interest in an artesian well.
Mexican.
W. S. Prager and wife to Dora Bell,
for $1,500, same property as above.
New Mexico's Prospects.
Henrietta Goslin to John R. Hart,
New Mexico's prospects were never brighter than now, her every field for $S0, a two inch water right for
of industry is steadily progressing, lots 13 and 14 block, 2 Thurber's addiand even the most pessimistic of bur tion to Roswell.
John R. Hart to Frank Stineman,
citizens are becoming infused with the
spirit of hopefullness and confidence for $4,000 lots 13 and 14 block 2 of
manifested by those who are taking Thurber's addition there to and a two
hold of our many natural resources inch water right from an artesia well.

A German doctor has brought out

,

fully determined '.to' succeed In utiliz
ing them for numanlty's good.: Fronrj
tne .many aistricw wnere wraiuj is
carried on the' news is more" Interesting and satisfactory with each succeed
ing week; new fields, are . being ess
plored and other thriving towns made
possible. In agricultural districts the
acreage is hping rapidly Increased and
it is only a matter of time until our
territory will be recognized as a producer of considerable consequence.
These conclusions are drawn from
the fact that the country is being
settled by 'thrifty, people who see in
New Mexico the making of a great
state, and are willing to make some
sacrifice that that end may be attained. Cloudcroft Silver Lining.

"ids."

FOR SALE.
SALE.
Land scrip. W.

20 ft. Samson Mill, 3 in. Cook Cylinder, lifting: water
550 ft., for 20,000 headof sheep Near Roswell, N. M.

These Sheep were never without water a single day and they had plenty. Call on us for
PROOF. No other three mills will do this work.

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co
Sole Distributors.

160 ACRES
Hondo

Watertight Land,

acres in alfalfa.

40

This land

can be had for a few

days at

$35.00 per acre.

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH ilAlN ST., ROSWELL , N. M.

J

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
Come and inspect our stock.

We Carry a

Complete Stock
Of all kindsof blank books, such as Ledxers,.Tournals,
Cash Books, Day Hooks, and all things needed in
Why send away for such,"
office.
an
when you can get them at home.
up-to-da- te

Roswell Drug & Jewelry
H. I. NOWLAN

Speciaity--ninin-

Roswell, N, M.

E. B. STONE
GROCERIES

HAY

GRAIN

LUND

LAWYER

LAWYER
darst B'ld'g.

E

R.

Co.

AND

Navajo Block.

jc

-

-

Law
324 N. Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES

At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

184.

Phone 220, gth and no.

G.
FOR
Sklllman.
42tf
w. C. K?ld.
J. M. Hervcy.
FOR SALE: My place for sale. Ap- SPOONERS CLOSE THEIR
ENGAGEMENT
ply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7
Reid & Hervey
Company
The Spooner Dramatic
stoneware
FOR SALE: A new
LAWYERS
laundry tub. Address H. J. Schwartz played a "Yankee In Cuba" before a
93t5
,
packed house at the Majestic last
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 531
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles night, giving general satisfaction, and
open woven wire fence. Apply Oawill close Its two weeks' engagement
. tf.
sis ranc'n or phone 347.
tonight
with the superb production
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
'Camille."
This afternoon the la
Phone
of
machine.
drilling
Austin well
29tf dies and children are out In force to
or write the Oasis Ranch..
SPECIALIST.
a matinee. The company goes from
EAR,
NOSE & THROAT.
EYE
FOR RENT.
here to Carlsbad and has the satisfacOffice Honrs: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
FOR RENT: Three furnished rooms tion of not only doing a good business
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
200 East 8tH St.
3lb' here,
but also leaving a pleased public
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
to return at some futwo, also board. Phone 149. 719 N. They promise will
no doubt be given
Mr. and Mrs. G. Kirk, who have
and
ture
time
85tf
Main St
a cordial welcome.
been here five days 03 business, left
Large room furnished
FOR RENT:
9 1 2 N.
Figure with B. F. Smith when you this morning for their home at
for,, light house-keepin96t3 want buggy painting. Phono 171. 7tf
Richardson.

Dr. T. E. Presley

g.

wood and Pettibone. A requisition
was Issued by Governor Gooding of
Idaho on Governor Jesse McDonald,
of Colorado, and the accused men
were secretly 'arrested in Denver on

MINERS TO

WILL SHOW THEIR REGARD FOR
ACCUSED MURDERERS.

TRIAL IN MARCH

In the Meantime Union Miners Will
Raise Funds for the Defense of Moy
er and Haywood, the Accused Men.
Evidence
Strong Against
Seems
Them.

THOROUGH

SUFFRAG8TS MAKE
VISIT TO HULL.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 16. The delegates to the woman suffrage convention this afternoon visited Hull house,
Chicago's famous social settlement,
and were given a cordial welcome by
Chicago university
Jane Addams.
interest in the city
places
of
and other
were also visited, the parties being
escorted by the committee on excursions appointed by the local woman's
clubs. The club women of the city
will give a reception to the visitors
at the Fine Arts building this evening.
The morning session was devoted
mainly to the consideration of reports
on the Oregon campaign last year.
when woman suffrage was defeated
by a small margin. Dr. Annice F.
Jeffreys of Oregon told of the
tion of the National Oregon Associa
tions in the Conduce of the Campaign;
Laura Clay, of Kentucky spoke of the
"Opening of the Campaign;" Mary
N. Chase of New Hampshire discuss
ed -- The Work in the Field," Kate M
Gordon, of Louisiana "The Organiza
tion of the Cities," and Ida Parker
Boyner of Pennsylvania reported on
"The Campaign Press Work."
A musical progrem will be given
in Studebaker theater tomorrow af
ternoon, when addresses will be deli
vered by tlie Rev. Herbert Bigolow,
Miss Jane Addams and Rabbi Emil
G. Hirsch.

100-00- 0

Idaho.

co-ope-

THE CHINKS WILL
RAISE HIGH JINKS.

Tork, N. Y.. February 16.
There will be high Jinks in China
town
wwhen the 8.000 Ori
entals residing in Greater 'Gotham
will celebrate Chinese New Year. The
festivities may be somewhat subdued
owing to the Sunday "lid" of the white
devils, and the explosions of fireworks
on the streets have been ordered elimi
nated. Otherwise the celebration will
be much the same as in past years,
with the burning of paper prayers and
and incense for the dead at the joss
houses, and feasting which will con
tinue without intermission for a week
The residents of all the rickety tene
ments on Mott street will keep open
house and chop suey, lichee nuts and
other delicacies will be served to all
callers. The Chinese year dates from
the beginning of the emperor's reign
and the celebation tea us becomes, a
patriotic anniversary which all loyal
expatriates observe with, much en
thusiasm.
Alle samee Melican man, the Orien
tal makes good resolutions for the
New Year. Moreover, he keeps them
habitually and religiously. Every pig
tail swears off smoking on the holiday
but for that day and date only. Hit
ting the pipe is tabooed and to be
seen with a pipe on that sacred day
is rank blasphemy. The Chinaman
also pays ail his debts on the. book
of Chinese merchants
The celebration tomorrow will per
haps be the last to be held in the
center of Chinatown as the block, con
taining the theater at 5 Doyer street
and the Joss house at 16 Mott street
have been ordered to be transformed
Into a public park.
New

WILL

TRIALS

BE

'HELD NEXT MONDAY.

HOUSE.

.

charge of murdering
Steu
nenburg of that state. The occasion
has been designated at "Red Sunday'
by the members of the Federation
and will be observed with great demonstrations at Curay and other of
the towns in the San Juan District
and at Louisville in the northern part
of Colorado. J. Edward Morgan will
be the principal speaker at the latter
place and it is expected that thous
ands of miners will take part in the
demonstration. James Kirwan, acting
secretary of the Western Federation
of Miners, will also deliver an address
The Federation already has over
on deposit in Denver for the de
fense of its leaders, and it is expect
ed that the amount will be doubled
by next month, when the case will
probably come to trial at Caldwell

SUBMARINES

February 171906, end brought to Idaho on a 8 pedal train. An attempt to
secure their release on a writ of habeas corpus was denied by both the
supreme courts of Idaho and the U.
S. Supreme court.

AID THEM

Denver, Col.. Feb. 16.
will be the anniversary of the "kid
naping" of Charles H. Moyer, presi
dent; William D. Haywood, secretary
aad George A. Petti bone, former ex
ecutive board members of the Wes
tern Federation of Miners, who are
being held in Idaho to answer to the

TESTS FOR

naval-exper-

BITTER CONTEST

A

Contesting Companies Entering Their
They Must
Best Submarine Boats.
Be Able to Go to a Depth of 200 Feet
and Withstand a Storm.

Washington, Feb. 16. In accord
ance with the naval appropriation bill
passed at the last session of congress
authorizing the secretary of the navy
"to contract for or purchase subma
rine boats for the navy, to an amount
not to exceed $1,000,000 after such
tests as he shall see fit to prescribe,'
the vessels of the Holland and Lake
Submarine boat companies are today
gathered at Narragansett bay for the
tests, which will begin Monday. The
trial must be completed by MaTch
29; and will be supervised by a board
appointed by Secretary Bonapart, consisting of Captain Adolph Marix presi
dent; Naval constructor D. W. Taylor
Lieutenant Commander Cleland Davis
Lieutenant Commander C. W. Dyson,
Lieutenant J. W. Timmons and Ensign
Frank Sadler.
The tests of the boats will be com
parative as it is not considered prac
ticable by the board to hold simulta
neous comparative tests. The trials
of speed will be over a one mile course
under three conditions light with all
ballast tanks empty; awash with the
boats showing not over half of the
conning towers, and submerged, with
tbe conning tower at least ten feet
below the surface.
The competing vessels will be required to go through all varieties of
maneuvers, the time and nature of
the performance of each being noted
by the board. In the submerged runs
each vessel will be required to discharge all its torpedoes at a special
target observations on the target be
ing made without coming to the sur
face. Tests will be. made in cable cutting, mining, countermining and han
dling torpedoes. The habitability of
each boat will be determined by a
submergence of twenty-fou-r
hours, and
after the test all machinery will be
by the
dismantled and examined
board. During the submerged test
will, be entirely dependent
on the resources of, the boat for food
and ir. Former tests of this kind
have lasted for seventeen, hours, and
it is declared that the limit may be
extended indefinitely. The board has
announced that "no. boat will be ac- oepted as fulfilling all requirements
of the. navy - department unless the
boat will stand, without damage all
the stresses due to actual submerg-- i
ence of at least 200 feet."
For one of the proposed - trials a
storm at sea will .be necessary, the
contestants thus, demonstrating their
ability to withstand as rough weather
as the Storm God may. be prevailed
upon to furnish. The record for the
winter storms in Rhode Island waters
is such' as to cause the board to believe that- there will be. storms suffi
cient to test the boats to the utmost
during the trials.
The United States Navy now haB
four submarines and "four more are

Pittsburg. Kan., Feb. 16. Eugene
former Socialist candidate
for president of tbe United States will
be the principal speaker at the great
d
demonstration to be
held here
More than 10.00 miners and laboring men of this
city and vicinity are expected to
take part in 'the meeting. A monster
parade will inarch through the streets
after which addresses will be delivered in English, Italian, French and oth
er languages.
Portland. Ore., Feb. 16. Members
of the labor unions of Oregon will
inaugurate what is to be known as the
league at a meeting
here
the object being to
protest against what is termed the
"persecution" of Moyer and Haywood
and Pettibone, who are charged with
Steunen-burthe murder of
of Idaho. A great demonstration
will be made and funds will be raised
for the defense of the accused men.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 16. Joan M. O'Neill, editor of the Miners' Magazine
of Denver, the official organ of the
Western Federation of Miners, will
deliver an address at a mass meeting
of the members of Chicago trade un
ions to be held here
to pro
test against the arrest of the presi
o
dent and secretary of that organiza
Kentucky Racing Commission.
tion, who are being held in Idaho to
Lexington. Ky.. Feb. 16. The Kenanswer to a murder charge.
tucky racing commission met here
New York, Feb. 16. Many leading today to allot dates
for the various
labor leaders of this cMy will speak meetings. Representatives
of all the
at a demonstration to be held here tracks are here for the conference.
tomorrow for the purpose of raising The commission
has declared that
funds for the defense of Moyer, Hay there was too much racing
last year
wood and Pettibone, the leaders of the and that for the
best
interests
Western Federation of Miners who turf the dates will be reduced. of the
have been held in an Idaho Jail for a
year on a murder charge.
Railroad Man Changes Jobs.
Botae, id., Feb. 16. Meetings
of
Cincinnati, O, Feb. 16. Charles. Do
Your
miners and laboring men will be held ugherty, formerly superintendent or
In various parts of Idaho tomorrow the Springfield division of '.he IliW
for the purpose of collecting funds to nois Central road, today assumed the
Moire Comfort. In Your
aid In the defense of Moyer, Haywood position of assistant chief engineer
and Pettibone, the labor leaders who of the Queen & Crescent, with headare being held in the Ada county Jail quarters in this city.
THEM and you
YOTJ WANT.
to answer to a charge of. murdering
have then).- - Come and see
our complete" line of ""Two Balls"
Steunenburg at Caldwell.
Subscribers for Daily Record.
Adjusters And let. us tell you
The trial has been set for March 5.
The Daily Record wants hundreds
haw the installation- of this de
Steunenburg was killed by a bomb
vice., win give you
more liiiht. where
at his home at Caldwell on Decem of new subscribers in the Pecos Valley
and Eastern New Mexico and it
von want It than you
ber 30. 1905. Harry Orchard, a pro
ijl--.
have
lever before been
J
get
going
to
Is
them. We want live If ij
fessional assassin, confessed his guilt
V'
a able to get. It makes
and declared that he was instigated energetic men to help ua get these
..possible uie cona- to commit the crime by Moyer, Hay subscribers and with that
In
view
end
i V your electric current.
will make it well worth the time of
the right kind of young man to look
into this matter.
IttaaM Octobar S. UN, '
The Daily Record ir
daHy fa the original and best lamp-cor-d
and A.
Pper In Eastern New Mexico, and most adjuster. .Simnleat
effective. Makes every
prints more real news than any. other, .arqp,
ujnt praewcauy a portapaper in the Territory, with: the. exy ble; Costa little to install, and
costs rxTUjinn; to main- ception of Albuquerque papers. We .tain.. Can.be attached .y?
should have more readers of the Dally
lights and it ltfi
Record am we are going to get them.
jri makes them I
oheaper
and bet-We have a hummer of a . proposition
r. Therv4eno
to offer the right persons. Call around s here readv for
at our office and see the business man .some and ee it.
ager and hear what we have to offer,
EtaMi
vi fitavatim will fas fflwHy Not on
V. Debbs,
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EXPERT TJUNINGL
Telepbon 222.
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N. E. TIME TABLE.

(Railroad Time.)
arrive ...... 10:10 a. m.
Northbound depart.
19: IS a. m.
Southbound, arrive,
4:60 p. m.
BouthbonadL. depart. ....4. i00 pm.
M. D. BURNS. ArenL
Northbound,

....
.....

held.

TO SETTLE THE AF
FAIRS OF ATLANTA NEWS.
Atlanta, Ga., Feb., 16 A hearing
for the adjudication of the receiver
ship of the Atlanta News, which recently went into bankruptcy, was held
today. The paper which was founded
Temple
five years ago with John
Graves as editor, has been consolidated with the Atlanta Georgian, with
which Graves is now connected. Chas
Daniel, general manager of the News
states that he has lost $14,000 in the
enterprise. After Graves left the pa

per several months ago its editorial
policy was shaped by Colonel James
W. English, chief of staff of Governor
Terrell. At the time of the Atlanta
race riots last fall the News attained
considerable notoriety through its ad

LEGISLATORS
PUBLIC
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
INSTRUCTION WRITES ON ED
UCATIONAL MATTERS,

FOR THE

Hadley Would Have the
of County School Superin
tendents Taken Out of Politics and
Left to Territorial Board of Educa
Selection

tion.

Honorable. Members of

seventh

Legislative

Gentlemen: As a representative of
the educators of New Mexico, I invite
thoughtful attention to a few things
that I have to say upon the County
Superintendent question.
Hon. C. E. Morrison, State Superintendent of Public Iustruction for the
State of New Hampshire, injhe last
number of the Boston Journal of Education, says: "An expert superintendent of schools is simply a man trained and educated to be a teacher, part
ly by study and partly by experience,
who makes the oversight of schools
his life work, who has no other busi
ness interests a practical foreman
of teachers. His chief duty is to bend
his whole energy and ability upon the
task of building up good schools."
This is a short, pointed, correct statement of what we should seek in a superintendent of schools.
In discussing this question I want
it distinctly understood that I am not
discussing Mr. John Smith, but Mr.
John Smith as County Superintendent
of Schools. Mr. Smith may be an excellent citizen; he often is. He may
be a splendid farmer, a good black
smith, a superior barber, and yet be
of no value as a superintendent of ed
ucation of your children and mine.
To obtain success in any business
enterprise, a competent foreman in
that particular business is necessary.
It matters not whether it be the job
department of the New Mexican Print
ing Company, the bindery of the Albuquerque Citizen, the managing of
Mr. Hubbell's great sheep industry,

)

:

v

1

ful citizen.
Well, if. they do not elect him by
popular vote, why not? Simply because experience has shown that this
is not a good way. Consequently the
people have delegated their powers
to a board of Education, A small body
f men in whom they have confidence.
When a city needs a superintendent, L
what does the Board do? It searcnes
the country over. Often many applications are received. The Board iis- pnsfips tha rfKgntkfiHvA mfr1t.A with ol- - H
ly one purpose in view the obtaining
of the very best to be had for the money it can pay. Like a jury in an im-

portant case it renders its verdict.

Usually the choice made is a wise one
but if a mistake is made the same
body has the power to correct it.

If anything can be said about the

H

Su-pe- ri

cool-heade- d,

-

Godair Thinks

About Cement Made
Bricks

Chicago,

Mr. A.

Jan. 25, 1907.

Nilsson, Pres.,
Stone
Roswell,

NOTICE OF SALE.
City of Roswell to the
use and benefit of L.
B. Craig, Plaintiff,
Cause No, "!038.
vs.
Charles F. Bryant,
Defendant.
In the District Court, Chaves County,
New Mexico.
By virtue of a certain order of sale
issuing out of the District Court of
Chaves County on the 1st day of
1907, in the cause above entitled and numbered, commanding the
sale of the property hereinafter de
scribed, for the purpose of satisfying
a judgment of said court, rendered
on the 30th day of January, 1907 for
the sum of $126.25 and 12 per cent per
annum interest thereon from the date
of such judgment, which, with the in:er:st to the date of sa's, will amount
.said judgment
to the sum of $127
being tendertsj in an action by plain

Dear

hard-workin-

Sir:

Referring to our several
versations of earlier dates about
ment bricks, I have decided to give
my order for several thousand bricks,
to be used for building purposes at
Roswell this
often
I have spoken to you of
confidence
but since
in all kinds of
attending the big cement building m- aerial convention held in Chicago this

FeD-ruar-

thoughts.

Very respectfully,
HIRAM HADLEY,
Superintendent of Public Instruction.

year on the 7th of January I am. more
than ever convinced that cement bricks
and blocks are the best materials for
building purposes that can be used. It
is a fact that they grow stronger and
more enduring the longer they remain in
a wall.

F--

p i a certain
iff .;.inst tto visnl
tax bill Issued . for the building of a

February

I will want at least 100,000 r
cement bricks and you will hear from me,
in a few days at Roswell.

sidewalk, I, C. L. Ballard, Sheriff of
Chaves County, will proceed on Tuesday, the 5th day of March, 1907, at ten
o'clock a. m. to sell for cash in hand
to the highest bidder, before the court
house door of Chaves County the fol
lowing described property, to wit:
Lot No. 1. Block 7 of Sparks' Addition to the City of Roswell, as shown
by the Plat of said City duly filed of
record in the Probate Clerk's office
of Chaves County, New Mexico, said
sale to be so made for the purpose of

o."all, Kinds, tog.

;

There are ..different .way" of expressing
the will of the people. One is by mas
meeting purely democratic; the oth
er is by delegated powers. Ton, gen
tlemen., at the present time hold the
delegated powers of your constituents.!
We who have given you these powers.
must stand by and look on just as;
I
we ought to do.
I am laboring for the Interests off
the .rural schools. Nearly all our clt-ies have, good schools. We imay justly f
feel, much gratification at taelr stand--' '
ing. In these, the superintendent is
the most important factor in their
success. How is he elected? Do the,
people elect him as they elect their j
other city officers? They do not. The
very idea of such a proceeding is pre-posterous and repulsive to every tho't-- t

City superintendent, his importance
to rural schools, 'his relations to the i
teachers and students, it has not been r'
suggested to my mind. Of the two, f
I think the County Superintendent is
the more important. Now, in all sin
cerity, I ask the question: "If the on
ly satisfactory way yet found to select a City Superintendent is by a
Board to whom the people have delegated their powers, and if that way
is universally used throughout the
United States and is giving satisfac
tory results, who can give any good
old and your boy coming to manhood, reason why the same plan should not
is it not worth while to hesitate a be used in selecting the County
ntendent 1"
moment and ask: "What am I doing
In some States the selection is
to give to that boy the brightest and
best future?" The interests of that made by the State Board of Education
boy are the same as those of every in others there exists a County Board
other boy, and the kind of schools of Education, elected by the people,
you give him now will largely deter and this Board selects a County SuI am favorable to a
mine his future. Are you ready and perintendent.
willing to barter that future for mere county organization and a County
Board of Education, but New Mexico
political reward?
Just now, on account of the inter- - has no such organization. Therefore,
eft, in the
District Attorney I can think of no better way for the
Bill, we may thoughtlessly be led as present than to entrust this responsi
tray by the cry about the "rights of bility to the Territorial Board of Edu
the people." I do- not allow any man cation a representative body of
honest men. All I am after
to go farther than myself in advocat
ing and defending those rights by all is to get competent superintendents.
shall not contend for any special
legitimate means; but the two cases
are not sufficiently analogous to de plan if results can be obtained.
Educational organization in New
serve comparison. Let us look a little
at the shallowness of that cry when Mexico is in Its formative state. We
we attempt to apply it to all questions have the privilege of adopting all that
the older commonwealths have found
to be the best. Why not step to the I
front at once with what all have eith
er attained to or are clamoring for?
Let us jump to the head of the pro
cession.
In all this matter I have no inter
est beyond that of an interested citi
zen. I am intensely interested in the
cause of education in New Mexico. I
am retiring from the more artljous
services of the work. In the practic
al business of education I have spent
more than fifty years, the last twenty
years of which aave been given, as
feel conscientiously to New Mexico;
and if I could see some of the advanc
ed ideas concerning education indorsed by the people of New Mexico, I
111.
should not feel that my past labors
L. W.
have been entirely unfruitful.
The professional teachers of New
Mfg. Co,
Hondo
Mexico are a
conscienN. M.
tious body of men and women. They
dearly love the cause of education.
They are a unit in desiring for leaders
conin their work, men of such character
ceand professional ability that they can
confidently look up to them with honyou
or and respect. As their profession
is elevated and dignified they feel a
corresponding ambition to honor and
dignify their profession.
Therefore,
summer. You know how
gentlemen, on their behalf I most earn
my
estly beseech you to give to education
al interests your best and wisest
cement work,

What W.

New Topeka Theater.
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 16. The new
Majestic theater will be opened to the
evening, the building
public
having been practically completed.

of; Chaves County,

the ThirtyAssembly of

New Mexico:

week.

C L. BALLAHD,

SCHOOLS

Professor

Turin Motor Car Show.
Turin, Italy Feb. 16. The Turin
motor car exhibition under tht auspices of the Automobile Club of Italy
opened today, with more than 300
distinct exhibits on view. The Turin
show is one of the greatest of Euro
pean automobile events aud has attracted large number of visitors from
England and all continental countries
The races at Nice will open next

Sheriff

f

.

vocacy of lynching.

satisfying the amount of said judg
ment and costs, as in said order - of
sale specified.
Witness my hand this, the 1st day
or February, 1907.

the public schools of
Las Vegas, Roswell or
the rural schools of any one of our
twenty-fiv- e
counties, the success depends upon the competency of the fore
man. If any gentleman dares to call
this statement in question, I invite
him to accompany me to the photograph gallery; I want his portrait as
a souvenir.
Not all superintendents elected by
present system are destitute .of
ine
j qualifications
for many of the duties
of superintendent,, but as a method
of election the present is an absolute
failure. I invite you to take the defi
nition given at the head of this article
and apply it to the men who are and
Bfave been the smperinitendents;. of
your respective counties, and each of
you for yourself answer the questions,
"Do they fill the bill?" "Would I be
willing to entrust .the education of my
children to their leadership?" Make
a personal matter of this. Say MY
children. Then answer the questions,
No, gentlemen, the method of electing
superintendents as political officers
are elected has ever been a failure,
and it will ever continue to be. Ev
ery State in the Union has found it
to be such. Many of them have chang
ed the plan entirely, and it is safe to
say all the others are struggling with
this question and trying to rid them
selves of the political phase of it.
Until this office is taken out of pol
itics our children must be the sufferers. They must grow up comparative
ly ignorant and pass through life bur
dened by the corresponding disadvan
tages. Imagine a pair of scales in
your presence. In one pan of those
scales you place that bright, charm
ing, prattling child of yours. In the
other, you see victory for the party
the result of votes cast for some in
competent, unworthy person, just to
reward him for his loyalty to party.
Which, in your estimation, weighs
the more? In this business we are
dealing in "futures" of the most valu
able kind. As you look down the com
ing years and see yourself growing
running-o-

Albuquerque.

ts

,

Legal. BJanka

tbe

HADtcY TO

the-ore-

.

Piano Bargains

nearing completion at the Fore River
shipyard. All of, these'are of the Holland type, which has been declared
to be the best by naval authorities,
although. this statement is denied by
the advocates of the Lake Submarin
company
The fact that the navy de
partment has always insisted upon
submarines of the Holland type has
caused considerable ' ' opposition and
the contest has been bitterly waged
in congress, charges having been
made that the preference , was due
to political influence.
Great Interest is manifested in the
coming contest, which will be witness
ed by the
of many foreign powers, including Japan. Sever
al Japanese naval officers are sta
tioned at the Fore River Yards, superintending the building of several tur
bines for their government, and some
time ago displayed a. curiosity regard
ing the new American submarines
which threatened to cause internation
al trouble. On one of the preliminary
trials of the submarines the Japanese
officers chartered a" yacht and follow
ed the vessels until the shipyard au
thorities asked them to desist. The
matter was brought to the attention
of President Roosevelt, who issued
an order granting the Japanese per
mission to inspect anything in the
way of construction which they desir
ed at the yard. Such observation is
not welcomed by the naval department, who would prefer to conduct
the tests in secret.
Each of the contesting companies
is represented in the tests by boats
of the most modern design. The Holland concern has presented a3 its su
preme effort the Octopus, the first of
the four new boats to be completed
at the Fore River Yards. The Octo
pus is much larger than the subma
rines now in use and is of about 300
tons, the cost being about $200,000.
The Lake Submarine company has recently completed a vessel at Newport
News which it will enter in the com
petition and which is claimed to be
the best possible example of submarine boat construction. Each of the
rival companies will offer their su
preme limit of achievement to the
government, and the coming test is
likely to be the most exhaustive ever

Yours

(Signed)

truly,
W.

H. Godair

Mr; Godair, who is president of the First National Bank
of Roswell, has entered into contract with us for cement-bricfor his new buildings in Roswell.
For information or advice, see the

I

lit
11

JiBAskV

Hondo Stone
A. L. W. NILSSON,

Ifg. Co.
Manager.

k
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Georgia Government Building.
Albany. Ga., Feb. 16. The selection
of a site for the government building
to be erected here this year is expected soon, the treasury department having announced that It would give final
consideration to the matter today. It
is started that work will begin on the
building in April or May.
o
Kansas Teachers' Meet.
Columbus, Kan., Feb. 16. Hundreds
of school teachers of southwestern
Kansas are in attendance at tbe annual meeting of the association in the
high school building here today. The
sessions commenced at 10 o'clock and
will last through the day.
Unite Commercial Bodies.
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 16. Members or
the Mobile Maritime exchange will
hold a special meeting this evening
to consider the subject of the propos
ed consolidation of the exchange wRh
the chamber of commerce.
L. W. Goodell, of Dexter, returned
last night from a months visit at his

old home in Beardstown,

Illinois.

THE NEWS

WILL

TRADE

YOU

Sunday school

ch

A. 0. Millice
ROOM

8,

PHONE

TEXAS BLOCK.

10 a. m.

RAILROADS WILL BE HEARD
Presbyterian Church.
FORE' COMMERCE COM(Edwin Emerson Davis, Minister.)
MISSION MONDAY.
m.
p.
Services 11 a. m. and 7:45
Mr. Davis will preach at boti services. In the morning the subject ol
the sermon will be. "Personal Influence," and in the evening the second
lecture in the series on "Early History
THE SMOOT CASE
of Christianity" will be delivered.
Subject, "The Apostolic Age," (Peter
Paul, John.)

-

3-in-

at

Strangers always welcome.

acres of land in Sagauche County, Colorado, that
is in the artesian belt of the San Lious Valley- 80 acres
broke and has raised crop of small grain lat year.
artesian well and feneed. Will
house,
sell or trade for residence or small agricultural tract.
1GO

m

375

C. E.

meeting, 6:30 p. m.
lecture Wednesday,

7:30 Vote Will Be Taken On It in the Senp. m. Topic, "Insufficiency, All SufThe Harriman
ate on Wednesday.
You'll find it cheapest at Makin's.
ficiency and Efficiency."
Investigation Resumed on Thursday.
You are cordially invited to attend
General Booth Will Sail From LonMrs. E. Newman, of Kansas City,
services.
these
don
for America on Saturday.
who
been here seeing the sights
Mid-wee-

LOCAL NEWS.

k

.

has
left last night for Carlsbad.

at the Baptist Church.
The pastor will preach at both
Sunday

S. I. Roberts went to Carlsbad last
Makln night for a snort stay with his family hours. "The Meaning of Baptism and
its Relation to the Forgiveness of
and to look after business matters.
Sins" will be the morning subject.
Rakes. Spades and Hoes at Makin's.
The evening sermon will discuss "Per
Rev.
El
arrived
of
.French,
J.
Paso
T
baa It
Jeweler.
Boellner. the
Salvation."
this morning to attend quarterly con- sonal
37tf
cheaper.
Special music has been prepared
ference of the Southern M. E. Church.
for each service. The music will be
School books bought or exchanged,
Mrs. C. V. Bayless came down from under the direction of Mrs. Edward
Makin's.
Elida last night for a few days' visit Ellis.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Eyes tested free at L. B. BoeUner. with Mr. Bayless' father, W. F. BayJunior Union at 3 p. m.
less.
88tf
Optician.
Jeweler and
B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
night
for
Church
Bud
left
last
night
Mrs. Bob Jones returned last
Texas to spend a few weeks
The First M. E. Church, South.
from a trip to Amarillo.
with his wife and children, who reside
(Joan W. Smith, Pastor.)
Councilman W. E. Wisley returned there.
Rev. J. T. French, presiding elder
this morning from Artesia.
of the El Paso district, will fill the
O. W. White returned last night pulpit
at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. toRoy Mook went to Lake Arthur last from a business trip to his old home morrow. Subject of the morning serin Ohio. He nas been gone about two mon, "CHRIST'S CONTRACT," and
night on short business trip.
weeks.
he will preach on "THE MEANING
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Elliott and
F. R. McCoury, of Oklahoma City, OF THE LADDER" at the evening
son were up from Dexter today..
who has been here four days seeing hour.
Special music at both services.
B. F. Atkins Is expected to arrive the country, left last night for
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
this afternoon from Wlnfleld, Kansas,
Junior Epworth League, 3 p .m.
Senior Epworth League, 6:30 p. m.
Miss Susie L. Gibson went to
D. A. Frederick and Henry Phoenix
The public and all visitors in Roslast night for a visit with friends. of Wlnfleld.
Kan., arrived this morn well cordially invited to attend all
Mrs. Sallle Polk went to Ellda this ing for a visit with Louis Kennedy, of our services.
mornlnK to visit her mother two this city.
o
weeks.
At the Christian Church.
e
Mrs. Wyatt Johnson and Miss
Preaching by the pastor at 11 a: m.
Rlggs went to Orchard Park last and 7:30 p. m.
i
W. C. Fleming went to Artesia last
night to remain until Saturday on night to spend a few days on Mr. John
Morning subject, "God's
Call to
S

and 10c counters.

De-niso-

.

Na-din-

son's farm.

business.
Misses Grace Robbins and Maud
Schenk, of Dexter, were iiere shop
ping today.
Tom Duke left on the auto Satur
day afternoon for Silver City on a
prospecting trip.
Bud Eddleman left on the auto Sat

urday afternoon on

business trip

&

to Albuquerque.

Johnnie Washington went to Ha-german last night for a short business
visit, returning today.
Bud Jenny and wife arrived
last
night from Marshall, 111., for a visit
with Roswell friends.

rii

Brown Seay returned this morning
fr m a three weeks' trip to Baird and
ot.T points In Texas.
Mr. W. T. Paykw will be the soloist
Presby-

at the morning service of the
terian church tomorrow.

Mrs. S. E. Best returned this
from a month's visit with relatives In San Antonio, Tex.

.

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Kneif left this
morning on
trip to Kansas City.
Mr. Kneif is one of the drillers at the
prospect well of the Roswell Oil Co.

Service."
The special music will include a
City Marshal J. J. Rascoe went to
solo
by Miss Eva Nelson.
Carlsbad last night to bring Walter
Evening subject, "Workers TogethPipkin here for a hearing on the
er With God."
charge of larceny.
Junior and Intermediate EndeavHenry Kirsting, of Enid. O. T., who or. 3 p. m.
Young People's Society meets at
has been here on business, left this
morning for Boaz, Tex., after spending 6:30 p. m. A full attendance of the
members is desired for the purpose
a few days in Roswell.
of electing officers. All are welcome.
C. C. HILL, Minister.
Mrs. Susan E. Miller and Mrs. .
Shrum, of South Springs were here
First Methodist Episcopal Church.
shopping yesterday and returned to (Fifth
and Kentucky. John H. Murtheir home last night.
ray, Pastor.)
Preaching by trhe Pastor at 11:00
F. H. Decker and Mrs. Ida Evans,
of Enid, O. T., who have been here and 7:30
Sunday school tat 9:45. J. E. Henseveral days prospecting, left this
Supt.
derson,
morning for their homes.
Class meeting at the close of the
Mrs. L. Shrewsbury, of the Spooner morning service. J. W. Wilson, leader.
Junior League at 3:00 o'clock.
Dramatic Company, went to Carlsbad
Young People's meeting at 6:30
last night to prepare for the coming
Prayer meeting and Bible reading
of the company next week.
by the Pastor
Wednesday evening
Mrs. F. M. Cooley, who has been at 7:30
visiting Prof. Vaughan and family for
We extend a cordial invitation to
six months, left this morning for her all strangers who may be sojourning
home In South McAlester, I. T.
in our city. We are always "at home"
to strangers. All sittings free.
Mrs. G. B. Kelley will leave tonight
At the Sunday school hour you
for Tucson, Arizona, where she will will feel perfectly at home
in Mr.
be joined by Mr. Kelley, who will Geyer's Bible class, or
the Pasdrive there in a buggy. Mr. Kelley tor's Bible class, conductedin for
men.
will sell Singer Sewing 'machines at
that place as he. has done in Roswell.
Mrs. Laura Greene, who has been
visiting her father, George J. Shields,
in Roswell since last June, left this
morning for her home in Cleburne,

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South

I175.
stock of LUMBER,
The largest and most
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
Main--Pho- ne

up-to-d- ate

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates

Furnished.

!t
P. DIVERS, Pro.

-

BMMBTT PATTON. V.

Praa.

EO. S. aiBBANV. Sec

Reliable Abstracts

Tour abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 330.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

ITiio Pantry
V:- -

BE-

school, 9:45 a. m.

Sunday

If

See our

NEXT WEEK

Protestant Episcopal Church.
Services tomorrow, the First Sunday In Lent, 11 a. m. by Rev. E.
McQueen Gray, of Carlsbad.

FOR- -

Of

Tex.
George J. Shields left this morning for Oklahoma City, where he will
lay out and place on sale an addition
to that town. He expects to be gone
for an extended period.
Mrs. Mary E. Pierce, of Ashtabula.
Ohio, arrived last night to spend a
few days with her son W. H. Pierce,
of this city. From here she will go
to Carlsbad for a visit.
B. S. Kuykendall,

of Carlsbad,
through Roswell today on his way
to Plalnview, Tex., having received
word of the dangerous illness of his
daughter, Mrs. A. B. Coffey, at that
place.

Yesterday afternoon's train arriv
ed in Roswell on time making a new
record for itself. It was the first
through train, from Chicago to arrive
in Roswell on time since last fall, and
the second since last July.
Mrs. Rose Woods went to Acme this
morning for a visit with her mother.
Miss Scott Finley returned this
morning from Valentine, Tex., where
she has been visiting her brother,
C O. Finley, for three months.

lunch Opens Monday

The Interstate Commerce Commis
sion will give a hearing to the representatives of railroad companies who
have made serious objections to cer
tain of the rules and regulations prescribed by the Commission for govern
ing the construction ond filing of passenger tariffs and of freight tariffs
and classifications. The bearing will
be held in the office of the Commission
at Washington.
The Japanese school cases will
come up for hearing before the California supreme court and the United States circuit court at San Francisco.

The trial of Manager W. J. Davis
of the Iroquois theater at Chicago,
charged with manslaughter in connection iwth the death of 600 people in
a fire three years ago, is scheduled
to begin at Danville, Ill.,vwhere it was
taken on a change of venue.
Automobile shows will open in Clev
eland, O., and Buffalo, N. Y.
TUESDAY:

between the London aad
Chess clubs will begin.

Brooklyn

T
SATURDAY:
General William Booth, founder and
head of the Salvation army, will leave
London for a tour of America.
"
Rear Admiral J. E. Craig, commandant of the League Island navy yard
will retire from active service.

Mrs. N. E. Berry and Miss Anna
Von Noftsger, of DesMoines,
Iowa,
are in the city and stopping at 912
N. Richardson St.
r
Contest Notice.
Departmht of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Roswell, New
Mexico, Jany. 21, 1907.
A sufficient contest affidavit having been filed in this office by Garnet
Stone, contestant, against homestead
entry No. 6027, made Aug. 17, 1905,
for lots 3 and 4 and E
SW
Sec
tion 18, Township 14 S., Range 25 E.,
by Joseph W. Washichek, contestee,
in which It is alleged that said entry-man has not maintained an actual
home or residence on said tract, that
there are no improvements of. any
kind on same, and no part has been
cultivated or .used for grazing for
more than six months last past, and
that entryman's absence from said
land was not due to his employment
in the Army, Navy or Marine Corps
of the United States in time of war,
said parties are hereby notified to
appear, respond and offer evidence
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on March 16,' 1907, before the
Register and Receiver at the United
States Land Office in Roswell, N. M.
The said contestant having, in a
proper affidavit, filed January 28,
1907, set forth facts which show ttiat
after due diligence personal service
of this notice can not be made, it is
hereby ordered and directed that
such notice be given by due and proper publication.
HOWARD LELAND,
.

Irrigation by Pumping
is the only pi act ical way outside of the Artesian
belt.

Byron Jackson Centrif ugal Pumps.
and

Olds & Fairbanks Gasoline Engines
are the only efficient and economical machinery
suited for the purpose.
Plants in operatian on exhibition.
We will be glad to show any one interested a practical demonstration of a successful pumping plant.

OWN IT ALL

I

I have purchased the entire interest of Mr. F. M. Jump in
the livery business and am now the sole owner of the
PALACE LIVERY AND TRANSFER COMPANY.
and buss will meet all trains and do a regular
call business.
1 solic it the
trade of the public and my effort will be to
piease.
My hack

W. M. M INTER.

Register.

DAVID L. GEYER,
Receiver.

FOR THE NEXT

10 DAYS

WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
annual convention
The Thirty-nint- h
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 16. TemperaSufWe
of the Nation'l American Woman
Cent Discount
ture. Max., 69; min., 36; mean, 52.
frage Association which has been in
Precipitation, 00; wind N., velocity
make room
session in Chicago since last Thurs- 5 miles; weather cloudy.
on Wall Paper
day will adjourn.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
new goods.
The annual meeting of the AmeriIncreasing cloudiness with local
can Newspapers' Association will op- rain tonight and Sunday; stationary
en at the Waldorf Astoria hotel in temperature.
New York, with prominent newspaM. WRIGHT,
per men from all parts of the country
Official in Charge.
in attendance.
Arguments in the suit of the state
of Missouri to oust the Standard, Republic and Waiters-Pierc- e
Oil com
panies will begin at St. Louis before
sepcial commissioner Anthony.
The National Motor boat Show will
open in Madison Square Garden, New
York, and continue through the week.
The annual dog show of tae New
England Kennel club will open in Bos
ton and last four days.
The Farmers' Cotton Growers union
a new organization of cotton planters
will begin a ten days' meeting in Ft.
Worth, Texas.
The Georgia Immigration associa
Nothing else.
in marking our boxes with the ' 'Trition will hold a mass meeting at Ma
Nothing
angle
A" was to enable you to shut
easier.
con, Ga.
ss
on the common
Nothing
sharp
down
surer.
The grand lodges of the Masonic
Trisomecigars
on
you
buying
of
way
When
say "Give me
fraternity in Mississippi will begin
body's say-s- o, and make your selecangle A' cigar, you are absolutely
their annual session at Natchez.
tion with your eyes open.
as certain of getting quality, and
WEDNESDAY :
The United States Senate will vote
same quality every time, no
would be worth your while to
U.VS.

offer 20 Per

for

to

THE DANIEL DRUG

CO

If You Don't Get Good Cigars
Now, It's Your Own Fault

All you have to do is to stand up like a man and ask the
dealer for cigars identified by the 'Triangle A" on the box.
--

hit-or-mi-

a

the resolution declaring Senator
Reed Smoot of Utah not entitled to
his seat.
The American Association of Dining Car Superintendents will meet

on

in Louisville, Ky.
The Missouri supreme court will
near arguments on the demurrers fit
ed recently by attorneys for the Gould
roads against the quo warranto pro
ceedings Instituted by Attorney Gen
eral Hadley for the severance of the
Missouri Pacific, Wabash and Iron
Mountain Railway companies and oth
er Gould corporations.
The sixteenth annual session of the
Tuskegee Negro conference, presided
over by Booker Washington, will op
en at Tuskegee institute, Alabama.
THURSDAY:
The Interstate Commerce Commis
sion will resume its investigation of
the financial operations of the Harri
man roads in New York, the entire
commission taking part in the proceed
tags. E. H. Harriman, William Rocke
feller, Cbirles A. Peabody and other
financiers connected with the road
have been served with subpoenas.
The supreme dam of the Independ
ent Order of Beavers, a fraternal society, will begin its annual meeting
in Birmingham.
The Central and Western Associa
tions of Car Service Officers will meet
in Chicago.
Democratic primaries will be held
fa Chicago.
,
FRIDAY:
President and Mrs. Roosevelt will
leave on a trip to Massachusetts, for
a visit with Teddy. Jr., at Harvard
and Kermit at Gorton school.
Washington's birthday will be celebrated by the United States Historical society In Washington.

the
matter which particular brand you
select, as if you had your cigars

It

take all sorts of trouble in order to
obtain "Triangle A" brands but
you don't have to bother you can

made up to order.
get them anywhere.
We have succeeded in building
up a fifteen per cent, share of the
It's up to you to ask for them.
entire cigar business of this counPractically every dealer in the
try. In the face of the keenest
United States carries them.
competition, take notice. You
know well enough that there's only
Do your part I
one way we could have done it :
Give yourself a square deal !
Simply by making better cigars
This "Triangle A" merit mark
of every grade than any other manidentifies the product of the most
ufacturer has produced and telling
modern improved methods and
the truth about them.
scientific processes of cigar proAnd by making the strongest
duction, and represents a standard
definite claims that any cigar manof quality far superior to that
ufacturer ever dared to make, and
which the same price could heretoliving up to them.
fore purchase.
started
we
why
The one reason
and want to put
If you have been buying your cigars by guess-wor- k
our claims to a most practical test, just take a new start. Begin by
n
of all the brands that are sold under the
smoking one of the
,
A"
guarantee of the 'Triangle
,

best-know-

The New CREMO
Compare it fairly with any cigar sold at the same price that carries
no 'Triangle A" guarantee: you won't fail to see why we are so confident
as soon as you realize just what the "Triangle A"
of your
ion

stands for.

nanpr sealed
are kept
A"
in
The
red.
cigars
'Triangle
with
the
end
each
at
clean, fresh and in perfect smoking condition until the box
is opened.
tTrniT Vnv ta

vtrr

ovro.TOronTwl in

crljiRo?n

AMERICAN CIGAR COMPANY, Manufacturer

The International cable chess match

For Ladies & Gentlemen.

3rd Street Next to Postoffice.

)

